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The enhanced physics engine powers many of the new gameplay mechanics in FIFA 22. Players will now be able to intelligently pick up and choose their own “passes” and “shots” through a new set of weighted “weighting”
designations that are used for physics interactions. Players will have the ability to aim at where they want the ball to go, and will have the appropriate physics interaction with the game’s dynamic environments. Unique dribbling
mechanics are also improved in FIFA 22. Players will be able to naturally adjust to speed and direction, and will be able to slip past, through and around defenders, at the same pace. The updated ball physics will result in the game
feeling more dynamic. Bouncing, rebounding and flipping of the ball are now all more realistically captured. Individual players will be able to influence the flight of the ball in the air through various effects, such as tracking or
controlling the placement of their feet, balls they pick up or even throwing the ball. As a result, it should feel more like a true football game. Finally, the returning “EyeCue” ball control system will come with an upgraded design.
“EyeCue” will now feel much more natural for players. In particular, the system allows players to pick up, turn, shoot, throw, pass, dribble and receive the ball naturally and intuitively, even if they are facing oncoming defenders. “We
are very excited about the enhancements in the physics engine, motion capture and visual fidelity of FIFA 22,” said Oliver Schlumpf, Senior Producer at EA SPORTS. “This year, we want to make it more immersive for the players. We
are integrating more advanced controls, gameplay flows and realistic ball physics into a new engine, allowing the game to feel like a natural progression. “In FIFA 19, we debuted the first few layers of our brand new, ground-breaking
‘EyeCue’ technology. FIFA 22 is going to be even more of a breakthrough year for us,” Schlumpf continued. “In addition to bringing even more immersive, natural controls to the game, we have also done an awesome job of improving
the overall game atmosphere, fidelity and overall realism. “We started creating this amazing technology years ago and have been working on it ever since. It has come a long way, and we are very

Fifa 22 Features Key:
Rugby in Motion. The new FIFA 22 engine’s enhanced collision system enables more realistic interaction between players. Players deliver a new variety of signature touches when they collide in the most authentic way, allowing them to effectively “read” each other and predict their next
move.
Exhilarating and unpredictable gameplay. FIFA 22 introduces “Motion Control,” a new and intuitive set of controls designed to impact the pace of the game, allowing players to dictate the pace of the action without engaging in unnecessary running.
Increased nuance. New collision system and animations have been refined across the pitch to enhance authenticity and differentiate skills on the ball. Further depth and variety for the free kick system has been added.
New ways to play. This season sees a total of 22 Pro clubs, with FIFA 22’s inclusion of clubs from across the globe, and the return of teams like Inter Milan and Corinthians.
New approach to free kicks, new Shot Control shooting system, new set piece awareness and 3D Match Engine.
Very detailed presentation.
New celebrations system.
Dynamic Player List. Keep track of all of your 22 most used players in the new and easy-to-follow Dynamic Player List.
New team play system.
Dynamic Mood System.
Licensed Transfer Update. With more clubs than ever in the game, players can be updated throughout their career.
Scripted Competition Player Generation (Performers). For the first time ever, a new player can be generated with scripted tics for all available positions on the pitch.
Realistic player models with detailed animations. Get to the heart of the game with the most realistic player models ever in the series, with state-of-the-art animation technology that accounts for every single player’s unique gait.
All-new Diego technology.
From your boot to your boot. A new player character model, new Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems and all-new player animation create more vivid and realistic players on the ball and off the ball.
Experienced #FUT Legends goalkeeper series.
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